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WP 1: Model of biased electricity retail contract choices 
 Incorporate inattention and status-quo bias in a discrete 

electricity tariff choice model
 Derive rules for measures to correct non-optimal tariff choices
 Derive statistics for estimating empirical welfare effects of 

corrective measures in WP 4

WP 2: Legal remedies
 Modeling rational agents with finite information capacity
 Impact of legal instruments on consumer tariff choice
 Identification of consumer-sided acceptance barriers for 

dynamic electricity tariffs

WP 3: Development of a numerical partial equilibrium model
 Computational electricity market model including biased retail 

tariff choices by heterogeneous consumers based on WP 1 
 Welfare effects of  non-optimal tariff choices 
 Welfare effects of targeted and non-targeted policies to optimize 

dynamic pricing adoption

WP 4: Empirical analysis of survey data
 Representative household survey and a firm survey
 Stated choice experiment and econometric analysis
 Insights on preferences for dynamic electricity tariffs
 Derive Input for the numerical model in WP 3 and the 

simulations in WP 5

WP 5: Simulation of the electricity wholesale and retail market
 Calibration to tariff choice parameters estimated in WP 4 
 Quantitative welfare analyses of correcting biased tariff choices
 Applying existing renewable generation and electrification 

scenarios for achieving 2050 carbon emission mitigation targets

WP 6: Project management and dissemination
 Administrative coordination and homepage design
 Workshops, information exchange with the advisory board,     

and active participation in the research support process  
 Scientific publications, project reports, and policy briefs
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Background

 Integration of 
variable renewable 
electricity supply 
needs responsive 
demand

Research Design Project Structure

WP 1: Model of biased 
electricity retail contract 

choices
WP 2: Legal remedies 

WP 4: Empirical analysis 
of survey data

WP 3: Development of a 
numerical partial 

equilibrium model

WP 5: Simulation of the electricity wholesale and retail 
market

WP 6: Project management and dissemination

Expected outcome and relevance

Expected outcome
 Development and empirical analysis of mechanisms for   

optimizing dynamic electricity pricing uptake 
 Practical guidance for regulators and retail firms on dynamic 

electricity pricing roll-out in decarbonizing power markets

Relevance for climate policy
 Support grid integration of renewables
 Reduce peak load and thereby necessity for grid extension
 Enable sector coupling – especially regarding E-Mobility
 Reduce residential electricity costs – increase approval rate for  

the energy transition

 Behavioral biases such as 
inattention, loss aversion or 
status-quo dependence 

 Complexity of  retail contracts 
and privacy concerns 

How to optimize adoption of dynamic electricity pricing in low-carbon electricity markets with mis-optimizing consumers?

 Dynamic  retail 
pricing can induce
demand response
to rapidly changing 
supply conditions

 Energy consumers 
often prone to biased 
decision-making

 Hence, potentially  
non-optimal 
adoption of 
dynamic retail 
pricing schemes


